
ENGLISH 1010-26 INTRO TO WRITING OFFICE: MCD 227 
DR. TIM BYWATER OFFICE PHONE: 652-7808 

FALL 2012 HOME PHONE: 628-2490 

  

OFFICE HRS:  M/W/F 8–11  (or arranged–which means if you can't find me during office hours, check 

with me after class to set up an appointment.) 

 

SYLLABUS 

TEXT 

Silverman, et al. Rules of Thumb A Guide for Writers 9
th

 Edition 

 

GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION 

English 1010 will help you improve your writing so you can meet communication demands in college and 

on the job.  The course will provide you with frequent occasions to read, write, and discuss the different 

types of expository writing.  Classroom discussion, reading, and writing will emphasize such writing 

principles as unity, coherence, development, organization, variety, and word economy.  You will be given 

an assessment essay early in the semester; it will not count heavily in final grade determination. 

 

READING/THINKING OBJECTIVES 

 By the end of English 1010, you will be able to: 

  • Identify a thesis statement. 

  • Understand organization and structure. 

  • Assess presentation of detail in support of a thesis. 

  • Analyze your underlying assumptions and biases. 

  • Recognize and avoid logical fallacies in reasoning. 

 

WRITING OBJECTIVES 

 By the end of English 1010, you will be able to: 

  • Understand the importance of correctly assessing the relationship of your essay to your audience and 

purpose. 

 

  • Understand the value of undertaking the writing process early and in stages, including planning, 

brainstorming, organizing, rough draft writing, revising, and proofreading. 

 

  • Recognize the importance of carefully choosing and restricting the subject and creating a precise 

thesis statement that will control the selection, arrangement, and presentation of material. 

 

  • Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of repeated key words, 

pronouns, synonyms, topic sentences, transitions, and parallel structure. 

 

  • Know and use organizational and developmental strategies necessary to write individual paragraphs 

and the paper as a whole. 

 

  • Write unified, coherent, and developed paragraphs that effectively use topic sentences, repeated key 

terms, synonyms, pronouns, and transitions. 

 

  • Compose introductory paragraphs that get the reader's attention, state the thesis, suggest a plan of 

development, make positive first impressions, and set the tone. 

 

  • Compose concluding paragraphs that give a sense of closing. 

 



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

You will be able to assess research information critically and be able to appropriately incorporate such data 

into your papers.  To achieve this end, you will know the following: 

  • When to use paraphrases, summaries, and quotations. 

  • How to avoid plagiarism. 

  • When and how to use the following methods of incorporation: 

    *Introduction of quotations and paraphrases 

    *Use of quotation marks, brackets, and ellipses 

    *Use of long quotations 

    *Use of passages combining paraphrases and quotations 

    *Proper forms for documenting and citing of sources 

 

MECHANICS AND USAGE OBJECTIVES  

By the end of English 1010, you will be able to:  (1) recognize and avoid fragments, run-ons, faulty 

modifiers, subject/verb and pronoun agreement problems; (2) demonstrate mastery of conventional 

punctuation and mechanics used in standard written English,  (3)  demonstrate a reasonable awareness of 

style, emphasis, and sentence variety.  (Common mechanical errors will be reviewed early in the semester.)  

Papers with such mechanical errors will receive lower grades, especially later in the semester.   

 

SUGGESTED AMOUNT OF WRITING FOR ENGLISH 1010 

Students should typically produce 4500-5500 words, distributed over approximately nine writings.  

Regardless of how these suggested minimums are met,  you will have frequent opportunities to 

invent/create,  draft, revise, and proofread.  During this process you and I will both carefully evaluate your 

final drafts, and you will  comment on and ask questions about your own final draft in the paper's margins 

before you hand it in.  In this way, we will carry on a dialogue concerning your writing, both in progress 

and in the final version.   

 

GRADING PROCESS 

 • You will write approximately nine graded essays based on a points system that I will explain in class 

early in the semester. 

 • You will keep a daily journal in which you (1) respond to other classes, (2) explore personal thoughts,  

  opinions, beliefs, problems, contemporary issues, etc., (3) keep a record of personal experiences.  The 

  journal will be checked at the semester's end and will be used for the subject matter for one of your  

  graded writing assignment. See RULES,  pp. 186-187 

 

GRADING SCALE 

20  A 

19     A- 

18  B+ 

17  B 

16  B- 

15  C+ 

14     C 

13     C 

12     C- 

11     C- 

10  C- 

09  D+ 

08  D+ 

07  D 

06  D- 



PLAGIARISM POLICY 

Don't borrow stuff from an outside source without telling me where you got it.  That's called plagiarism, 

and it can get you in big academic trouble. . . Not worth it! (See RULES, pp. 123, 136) 

 

PROMPTNESS 

Hand in written work promptly on the day set by me.  If you cannot hand in work on the appointed day, 

notify me in advance.  All assigned work must be turned in.  At the end of the semester, if one theme has 

not been turned in, your grade will be figured on the basis of the rest of the work and then lowered at least 

one letter grade. 

 

FORM IN WRITTEN WORK  

 The following directions apply to all written work; you should: 

   1. Use regular, white, good quality computer paper for typewritten work (required). 

   2. Type on only one side of the paper, double spaced. 

   3. Leave one inch margins at the left, right, bottom, and top of the page. 

   4. Indent paragraphs 5 spaces. 

   5. Number the pages with Arabic numerals in the upper right-hand corner. 

   6. Fold the paper crosswise, not lengthwise. 

   7. Endorse the paper with your name, course and section, and date. 

 

CLASS SCHEDULE 

 

WEEKS ONE AND TWO 

We’ll start to think about the  writing you like to read 

and attempt to analyze why you like it; type up a 

couple of questions you have about ANY aspect of 

your favorite author’s prose. Hand them in on Friday 

at the start of class.  We’ll also discuss the Checklist 

during week two . 

 

WEEKS THREE AND FOUR 

Class periods to prepare you to write formal 

assignments.  I want you to have a solid 

understanding of the basics before I begin grading 

your written work.  We’ll continue to look at your 

writing problems (mechanical and otherwise) and 

work to solve them.  Please type up  two questions  

about any aspect of your writing and bring them to 

class for me to answer.  During week four, we’ll write 

paragraphs in class and critique them. We’ll also 

discuss “levels of specificity.” 

 

WEEKS FIVE THROUGH FIFTEEN 

The class is set for our formal writing assignments, 

weeks five through fifteen.  Everyone must have a 

rough draft or a rewritten draft ready in class for 

possible copying. 

 

WEEK EIGHT 

Prepare and type up two new questions about your 

writing and bring them to class. 

AUGUST 

20 Introduction to 1010–Assessment Test 

22 Bring excerpt of your favorite writer’s prose along 

with two questions concerning the writing style for 

discussion 

24 Favorite writer – discussion continued 

27 Checklist (mine and yours) discussion 

29 Discussion of Checklist   

31 Writing Questions/Answers  

SEPTEMBER 

03 Labor Day–No School 

05 Writing Questions/Answers 

07 Writing Questions/Answers 

10 Paragraph Writing–In Class 

12 Paragraph–rewritten draft (typed) 

14 Paragraph due–rough draft writing First Assignment 

17 Rough draft critique–First Assignment 

19 Rewritten draft critique–First Assignment 

21 First Assignment due–rough draft writing 

  Second Assignment  

24 Rough draft critique–Second Assignment 

26 Rewritten draft critique–Second Assignment 

28 Second Assignment due– rough draft writing 

  Third Assignment 

OCTOBER 

01 Rough draft critique–Third Assignment 

03 Rewritten draft critique–Third Assignment 

05 Third Assignment due– rough draft writing  

  Fourth Assignment 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There will be a final exam, which I’ll explain during 

the semester.  The rough drafts required for critiques 

are part of the course requirements as is the journal.  

Failure to bring a draft to class may result in a failing 

grade on that assignment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

08 Rough draft critique– Fourth Assignment 

10 Fourth Assignment due—rough draft writing 

  Fifth Assignment 

11-12 Semester Break No School 

15 Rough draft critique–Fifth Assignment 

17 Rewritten draft critique–Fifth Assignment 

19 Fifth Assignment due–rough draft writing Sixth 

Assignment  

22 Rough draft critique–Sixth Assignment 

24 Rewritten draft critique–Sixth Assignment 

26 Sixth Assignment due–rough draft writing Seventh 

Assignment 

29 Rough draft critique– Seventh Assignment 

31 Rewritten draft critique–Seventh Assignment 

NOVEMBER 

02 Seventh Assignment due–rough draft writing Eighth 

Assignment 

05   Rough draft critique– Eight Assignment 

07 Rewritten draft critique 

  Eighth Assignment 

09 Eighth Assignment due– rough draft writing Ninth 

Assignment 

12 Rough draft critique 

  Ninth Assignment 

14 Rewritten draft critique– Ninth Assignment 

16 Ninth Assignment due– rough draft writing  

  Journal Assignment 

19 Rough draft critique Journal Assignment 

21 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 

22 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 

23 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY   

  Rewritten draft critique 

  Journal Assignment 

26 Journal Assignment due–rough draft writing 

  Research Assignment 

28 Library Research Day–no class  

30 Rough Draft Critique–Research Assignment 

DECEMBER  

03 Rewritten draft Research Assignment    

05 Research Assignment due 

07 Class Summary 

10 Final Exam at Noon  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DATES TO REMEMBER 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dmail 

Important class and college information will be sent to your Dmail account. This information includes your 

DSC bill, financial aid/scholarship notices, notification of dropped classes, reminders of important dates and 

events, and other information critical to your success in this class and at DSC. All DSC students are 

automatically assigned a Dmail account. If you don't know your user name and password, go to www.dixie.edu 

and select “Dmail,” for complete instructions. You will be held responsible for information sent to your Dmail 

email, so please check it often 

 

Disability Accommodations 

Students with medical, psychological, learning or other disabilities desiring reasonable academic adjustment, 

accommodations, or auxiliary aids to be successful in this class will need to contact the DISABILITY 

RESOURCE CENTER Coordinator (Baako Wahabu) for eligibility determination. Proper documentation of 

impairment is required in order to receive services or accommodations. DRC is located in the North Plaza 

Building. Visit or call 652-7516 to schedule appointment to discuss the process. DRC Coordinator determines 

eligibility for and authorizes the provision of services. 

 

College Resources 

Several college resources are available to help you succeed.  Check out the links for each one to get more 

information. 

 

If you need help understanding the content of your courses, go to the Tutoring Center located on the 4
th

 floor of 

the Holland Centennial Commons in Room 431. You can visit them online at http://dsc.dixie.edu/tutoring/ 

 

 

Mon, Aug 20 Classwork begins 

Thurs, Aug 23 Last day to add to wait list 

Fri, Aug 24 Last day to add without a signature 

Mon, Aug 27 Drop/Audit fee begins ($10 per class) 

Mon, Sep 3 Labor Day (no classes) 

Tue, Sep 4 $50 Late registration/payment fee 

Mon, Sep 10 Last day for refund 

Mon, Sep 10 Pell Grant Census  

Mon, Sep 10 Last day to drop without a “W” grade 

Tues, Sep 11 Classes dropped for nonpayment 

Fri, Sep 14 Last day to add/audit classes 

Fri, Sep 28 Last day to apply for graduation 

Wed, Oct 10 Midterm grades due 

Thurs & Fri, Oct 11-12 Semester break 

Mon, Oct 15 Last day to drop individual classes 

Fri, Nov 9 Last day for complete withdrawal 

Tue, Nov 13 Career Day (no classes before 4 pm) 

Wed-Fri, Nov 21-23 Thanksgiving break (no classes) 

Fri, Dec 7 Last day of classes 

Mon-Fri, Dec 10-14 Final exams 

http://dsc./hich/af39/dbch/af31505/loch/f39%20dixie.edu/tutoring/index.htm


If you need help writing papers, go to the Writing Center on the fourth floor of the Holland Centennial 

Commons in room 421.  You can also visit online at http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php 

 

 If you need to use a computer to do schoolwork on campus, go to the Computer Center in the Smith Computer 

Center or to the new Library. 

 

 If you are assigned to take a test in the Testing Center, go to the North Plaza.  You can get information on their 

website at http://new.dixie.edu/testing/ 

 

 The Library has all kinds of information and resources.  Visit the Dixie State College Library on the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 

floors of the Holland Centennial Commons, or go to the library website at http://library.dixie.edu/ 

 

Academic Integrity  

DSC believes that most students are honest. However, cheating will not be tolerated, and if discovered, a zero 

grade will be given for that assignment or exam, and you will not be allowed to make it up. Repeated or 

aggravated offenses will result in failing the course. Any time you take credit for work you did not do, you are 

cheating. This includes getting the answers to homework problems from someone else, copying information 

from a library or internet source and presenting it as if it were your own words which is called plagiarism. 

Plagiarism is a particularly serious offense in academia.  

 

For “Student Code” information refer to http://library.dixie.edu/policies/studentcodesectionfour.pdf page 8.  

 

All Assignments Subject to Change and Additional Activities Not Shown on the Syllabus may be 

Assigned 

 

Bywater’s email address; bywater@dixie.edu 

http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/
http://new.dixie.edu/testing/index.php
http://new.dixie.edu/library/index.php
http://library.dixie.edu/policies/studentcodesectionfour.pdf%20page%208

